
NIce THINGS PEOPLE SAY ABOUT ME 
 
Too bad we can’t clone you. 
 
It feels good to have a handle on this thing in advance of the weekend! 
 
Your guide worked beautifully, thanks so much for documenting this stuff!! 
 
Thanks, Karen! Your famous tutorials are always helpful. 
 
How do you keep your cool during a meltdown? 
 
I never would have been able to download that #$%&@! app without your help! 
 
Thank you for reminding me to breathe. I needed that! 
  
     Colleagues, Pearson Education 

 
I’m glad that you thought it through. This sounds like a very good idea. 
 
Gosh, thanks so much. You saved me a ton of time. 
 
Yeesh! I’m glad that you are doing this project, but I bet you aren’t. 
 
A very good handling of a sticky situation. 
 
Very good problem solving! 
     Department Editorial Manager 
     Continuing Education of the Bar 
 
I imagine your careful attention to these nuances is what makes you such a great 
editor. 
 
Okay, the forms all seem fine now (fingers crossed they stay that way!)  
Thanks again for catching this lovely bollix! 
 
Interesting catch!  Yes, the way we spell it in this title is correct, and the Style 
Manual is wrong!  I’ll let the Style Committee know of the error. 
 
This is always a difficult title, but having you as the Production Ed has helped 
immensely! 
      

Project Manager 
     Debt Collection Practice in California 
 



Thanks – Your edit helps considerably; this is an important point, and we want to 
be clear. 
 
Your edits are all good and make this discussion much clearer than the original.  
 
I think your point above is well taken, and your text is a vast improvement on the 
discussion we had here. 
 
Your Style Sheet looks wonderful. I also think the other memos in the History File 
will be very helpful to those who work on the book in the coming years (e.g., Why 
there is only one volume) could stop arguments in the future about why things 
happened as they did. 
 
Thanks for getting it to the printer, Karen!  While "fun" is not exactly the word I'd 
use--perhaps more like "thrilling challenge"--but at any rate, I was happy to be 
working with you again, too!  You seem to rise to these challenges admirably. 
 
I must say, I think you are one of the most careful and conscientious editors I 
have ever worked with! 
      

Project Managers 
     Privacy Compliance and Litigation 
 
 
Whew, how did we miss all these?  Good catches all.   
 
The author and I agreed that these worthy comments deserved to be addressed, 
so he was kind enough to quickly redraft this section. 
 
Thank you!  These “tools” were awkward non-parallel items that I struggled with 
too.  We first listed them as bullet items, but they took up so much space, we put 
in narrative form, which resulted in quite a clumsy read. Your edits improve the 
list immensely!  
 
Whoa, impressive catch!  I like to think we would have picked this up in PCU, but 
as even the authors have overlooked it, perhaps we would have also. This will 
also need to be included in the Privacy book update, so many thanks! 
 
This is kind of interesting: 3 different people, not counting you, have reviewed 
this chapter at this point, and we all missed this. Thanks so much. 
 
I can’t tell you how many times I’ve read those bios and tinkered with them.  I’m 
sure there are still other errors!  Glad you’re on the case.  
 
     Project Manager 
     Advising California Nonprofit Corporations 



 
You did a great job fixing that chapter! 
      
Thanks for suggesting I review that file today. I feel a good deal better 
about it now! 
      
I love your characterization of "this cranky beast."  It's perfect! 
 
Thank you, Karen. You have been great on this project! 
 
     Project Manager 
     Municipal Law Handbook 
 
Thanks for having such an eagle eye! 
      

Project Manager 
     Internet Law and Practice 
 
Thank you for this excellent catch. 
     Project Manager 
     Debt Collection Practice in California 
 
 
See my responses below.  Thanks for your eagle eyes! 
     Project Manager 
     Real Estate Finance 
 
 
Yes, the yellow reference to 16727 in the second paragraph should be 16726.  
The previous paragraph references are correct as is. Thanks for catching this! 
     Project Manager 
     Internet Law and Practice  
 
 
Thanks for all that work on this Beast of a case table. 
     Project Manager 
     Condemnation Practice in California 
 
 
You're great!!   
Re (1), yes that was a mistake.   
(2) That was a mistake also. Thank you! 
     Project Manager 
     Intellectual Property in Business Transactions 
 
 



“ . . . thanks for your thoughtful suggestions . . . ” 
	  
We also want to thank copyeditor Karen Lamoreux for her thoughtful 
suggestions. 
     
     Preface  

Practical Bankruptcy Law for the Paralegal 
by Pamela Webster 

     West Legal Studies (Thomson/Delmar) 2003  
 

 
“ . . . this book is infinitely better . . . ” 

 
. . .  and Karen Lamoreux carried on their editorial duties with such enthusiasm, 
kindness, and professionalism that this book is infinitely better because of their 
dedication and expertise.” 
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